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Elizabeth, the Queen Mother Aug 05 2020 Looking back on the
remarkable twentieth century, there is one public figure who will be
remembered with universal affection and respect: the Queen Mother.
Born in 1900, Lady Elizabeth Bowes Lyon as a teenage debutante met
Bertie, Duke of York, who pursued her ardently until she agreed to marry
him. In this engaging and informal biography, the author reveals the
Queen Mother as not only a wise and diplomatic member of the royal
family, but also as a warmhearted and down-to-earth human being.
Media and Nation Building in Twentieth-Century India Sep 05 2020 This
book profiles twentieth-century India through the life and times of
Ramananda Chatterjee – journalist, influencer, nationalist. Through a
reconstruction of his history, the book highlights the oft-forgotten role of
media in the making of the idea of India. It shows how early twentiethcentury colonial India was a curious melee of ideas and people – a time of
rising nationalism, as well as an influx of Western ideas; of unprecedented
violence and compelling non-violence; of press censorship and defiant
journalism. It shows how Ramananda Chatterjee navigated this world and
went beyond the traditional definition of the nation as an entity with fixed
boundaries to anticipate Benedict Anderson and Ernest Gellner. The
volume also examines the wide reach and scope of his journals in English,

Hindi and Bengali, which published the likes of Rabindranath Tagore,
Subhash Bose, Abanindranath Tagore, Nandalal Bose, Ananda
Coomaraswamy, the scientist J. C. Bose and Zhu Deh, the co-founder of
the Chinese Red Army. He also published India in Bondage by the
American Unitarian minister J. T. Sunderland, which resulted in his
arrest. An intriguing behind-the-scenes look of early twentieth-century
colonial India, this book will be of great interest to scholars and
researchers of history, modern South Asia and media and cultural studies.
Life on Display May 14 2021 Rich with archival detail and compelling
characters, Life on Display uses the history of biological exhibitions to
analyze museums’ shifting roles in twentieth-century American science
and society. Karen A. Rader and Victoria E. M. Cain chronicle profound
changes in these exhibitions—and the institutions that housed
them—between 1910 and 1990, ultimately offering new perspectives on
the history of museums, science, and science education. Rader and Cain
explain why science and natural history museums began to welcome new
audiences between the 1900s and the 1920s and chronicle the turmoil
that resulted from the introduction of new kinds of biological displays.
They describe how these displays of life changed dramatically once again
in the 1930s and 1940s, as museums negotiated changing, often
conflicting interests of scientists, educators, and visitors. The authors
then reveal how museum staffs, facing intense public and scientific
scrutiny, experimented with wildly different definitions of life science and
life science education from the 1950s through the 1980s. The book
concludes with a discussion of the influence that corporate sponsorship
and blockbuster economics wielded over science and natural history
museums in the century’s last decades. A vivid, entertaining study of the
ways science and natural history museums shaped and were shaped by
understandings of science and public education in the twentieth-century
United States, Life on Display will appeal to historians, sociologists, and
ethnographers of American science and culture, as well as museum
practitioners and general readers.
Interesting Times Oct 31 2022 Born in 1917, the year of the Russian
Revolution, the eighty-five years of Eric Hobsbawm's life are backdropped
by an endless litany of wars, revolutions and counter-revolutions. He has
led a remarkably fulfilling and long life; historian and intellectual, fluent
in five languages, a member of the Communist Party of Great Britain,
until it dissolved itself, and writer of countless volumes of history. He has
personally witnessed some of the critical events of our century from
Hitler's rise to power in Berlin to the fall of the Berlin wall. Hobsbawm
has kept his eyes and ears open for eighty-five years, and has been
constantly committed to understanding the 'interesting times' (as the
Chinese curse puts it) through which he has lived. His autobiography is
one passionate cosmopolitan Jew's account of his travels through that
past which is another country, where they do things differently, and how it
became the world we now live in.

History of the Twentieth Century May 02 2020 A chronological
compilation of twentieth-century world events in one volume—from the
acclaimed historian and biographer of Winston Churchill. The twentieth
century has been one of the most unique in human history. It has seen the
rise of some of humanity’s most important advances to date, as well as
many of its most violent and terrifying wars. This is a condensed version
of renowned historian Martin Gilbert’s masterful examination of the
century’s history, offering the highlights of a three-volume work that
covers more than three thousand pages. From the invention of aviation to
the rise of the Internet, and from events and cataclysmic changes in
Europe to those in Asia, Africa, and North America, Martin examines art,
literature, war, religion, life and death, and celebration and renewal
across the globe, and throughout this turbulent and astonishing century.
Historiography in the Twentieth Century Feb 08 2021 In this book, now
published in 10 languages, a preeminent intellectual historian examines
the profound changes in ideas about the nature of history and
historiography. Georg G. Iggers traces the basic assumptions upon which
historical research and writing have been based, and describes how the
newly emerging social sciences transformed historiography following
World War II. The discipline's greatest challenge may have come in the
last two decades, when postmodern ideas forced a reevaluation of the
relationship of historians to their subject and questioned the very
possibility of objective history. Iggers sees the contemporary discipline as
a hybrid, moving away from a classical, macrohistorical approach toward
microhistory, cultural history, and the history of everyday life. The new
epilogue, by the author, examines the movement away from
postmodernism towards new social science approaches that give greater
attention to cultural factors and to the problems of globalization.
A Torch Kept Lit Dec 29 2019 The New York Times Bestseller William F.
Buckley, Jr. remembers—as only he could—the towering figures of the
twentieth century in a brilliant and emotionally powerful collection,
compiled by acclaimed Fox News correspondent James Rosen. In a half
century on the national stage, William F. Buckley, Jr. achieved unique
stature as a writer, a celebrity, and the undisputed godfather of modern
American conservatism. He kept company with the best and brightest, the
sultry and powerful. Ronald Reagan pronounced WFB “perhaps the most
influential journalist and intellectual in our era,” and his jet-setting life
was a who’s who of high society, fame, and fortune. Among all his
distinctions, which include founding the conservative magazine National
Review and hosting the long-running talk show Firing Line, Buckley was
also a master of that most elusive art form: the eulogy. He drew on his
unrivaled gifts to mourn, celebrate, or seek mercy for the men and women
who touched his life and the nation. Now, for the first time, WFB’s
sweeping judgments of the great figures of his time—presidents and prime
ministers, celebrities and scoundrels, intellectuals and guitar gods—are
collected in one place. A Torch Kept Lit presents more than fifty of

Buckley’s best eulogies, drawing on his personal memories and private
correspondences and using a novelist’s touch to conjure his subjects as he
knew them. We are reintroduced, through Buckley’s eyes, to the likes of
Winston Churchill and Ronald Reagan, Elvis Presley and John Lennon,
Truman Capote and Martin Luther King, Jr. Curated by Fox News chief
Washington correspondent James Rosen, a Buckley protégé and frequent
contributor to National Review, this volumes sheds light on a tumultuous
period in American history—from World War II to Watergate, the “death”
of God to the Grateful Dead—as told in the inimitable voice of one of our
most elegant literary stylists.William F. Buckley, Jr. is back—just when we
need him most.
Benjamin Britten Jun 26 2022 Published to mark the beginning of the
Britten centenary year in 2013, Paul Kildea's Benjamin Britten: A Life in
the Twentieth Century is the definitive biography of Britain's greatest
modern composer. In the eyes of many, Benjamin Britten was our finest
composer since Purcell (a figure who often inspired him) three hundred
years earlier. He broke decisively with the romantic, nationalist school of
figures such as Parry, Elgar and Vaughan Williams and recreated English
music in a fresh, modern, European form. With Peter Grimes (1945), Billy
Budd (1951) and The Turn of the Screw (1954), he arguably composed the
last operas - from any composer in any country - which have entered both
the popular consciousness and the musical canon. He did all this while
carrying two disadvantages to worldly success - his passionately held
pacifism, which made him suspect to the authorities during and
immediately after the Second World War - and his homosexuality,
specifically his forty-year relationship with Peter Pears, for whom many of
his greatest operatic roles and vocal works were created. The atmosphere
and personalities of Aldeburgh in his native Suffolk also form another
wonderful dimension to the book. Kildea shows clearly how Britten made
this creative community, notably with the foundation of the Aldeburgh
Festival and the building of Snape Maltings, but also how costly the
determination that this required was. Above all, this book helps us
understand the relationship of Britten's music to his life, and takes us as
far into his creative process as we are ever likely to go. Kildea reads
dozens of Britten's works with enormous intelligence and sensitivity, in a
way which those without formal musical training can understand. It is one
of the most moving and enjoyable biographies of a creative artist of any
kind to have appeared for years. Paul Kildea is a writer and conductor who
has performed many of the Britten works he writes about, in opera houses
and concert halls from Sydney to Hamburg. His previous books include
Selling Britten (2002) and (as editor) Britten on Music (2003). He was
Head of Music at the Aldeburgh Festival between 1999 and 2002 and
subsequently Artistic Director of the Wigmore Hall in London.
Thinking the Twentieth Century Sep 17 2021 "Ideas crackle" in this
triumphant final book of Tony Judt, taking readers on "a wild ride through
the ideological currents and shoals of 20th century thought.” (Los Angeles

Times) One of our most brilliant historians, Tony Judt brings the past
century vividly to life in this unprecedented and original history.
Structured as a series of intimate conversations between Judt and his
friend and fellow historian Timothy Snyder, Thinking the Twentieth
Century presents the triumphs and the failures of the twentieth century's
most prominent intellectuals and their ideas, guiding readers through the
debates that defined our world. Spanning an era with unprecedented
clarity and insight, Thinking the Twentieth Century is a tour de force: a
masterful analysis of the life of the mind and an unforgettable guide to
leading the mindful life.
Thinking the Twentieth Century Apr 24 2022 Two explorers set out on a
journey from which only one of them will return. Their unknown land is
that often fearsome continent we call the 20th Century. Their route is
through their own minds and memories. Both travellers are professional
historians still tormented by their own unanswered questions. They
needed to talk to one another, and the time was short. This is a book
about the past, but it is also an argument for the kind of future we should
strive for. Thinking the Twentieth Century is about the life of the mind and the mindful life.
Twentieth Century Mouse Genetics Apr 12 2021 Twentieth Century
Mouse Genetics: A Historical and Scientific Review provides a
comprehensive examination of key advances in mouse genetics
throughout the 20th century. Here Dr. Robert P. Erickson, a leader in the
field, identifies the contributions of historic mouse genetics studies, and
how those approaches and early discoveries are still shaping human
genetics research and medical genetics today. In addition to historical
overviews, the author provides researcher biographies and updates
connecting historic research to ongoing advances. Past studies discussed
use the T/t complex as an example and include the origins of mouse
genetics, the synthesis of genetics and evolution, cytogenetics and gene
mapping, population genetics and mutation research, immunogenetics,
reproductive genetics, molecular cloning, X-inactivation and epigenetics,
sex determination, and pharmacogenetics. Here researchers, students,
and clinicians will find fresh inspiration to engage in human genetics
research employing mouse models and to translate those findings to
clinical practice. • Offers a comprehensive examination of key advances in
mouse genetics throughout the 20th century. • Includes updates
connecting historic research to ongoing advances. • Authored by a
thought-leader in the field.
Frank Lloyd Wright Jun 14 2021 Frank Lloyd Wright was the most
influential architect of the twentieth century?and a rogue genius whose
life was a wild ride. Wright routinely ignored unpaid bills, clients? wishes,
budget constraints. Only his creative vision mattered to him. That vision
transformed the way we live, sweeping aside the Victorian home and
creating a uniquely American architecture exemplified by his Prairie Style
houses. Wright built hotels, churches, and offices, too, incorporating

endless innovations in techniques and materials. Ideas poured out of him
throughout his long career; he called it ?shaking the design out of my
sleeve.? Jan Adkins?s fascinating biography of this compelling,
infuriating, largerthan- life figure will change the way every reader looks
at architecture.
Thurgood Marshall Feb 29 2020 Shows how a school troublemaker went
on to become the first African-American to serve on the U.S. Supreme
Court and how he played a vital role in the Brown v. Board of Education
case of 1954 that demolished educational discrimination and segregation
in the U.S.
Music of the Twentieth Century Aug 24 2019 Ton de Leeuw was a truly
groundbreaking composer. As evidenced by his pioneering study of
compositional methods that melded Eastern traditional music with
Western musical theory, he had a profound understanding of the complex
and often divisive history of twentieth-century music. Now his renowned
chronicle Music of the Twentieth Century is offered here in a newly
revised English-language edition. Music of the Twentieth Century goes
beyond a historical survey with its lucid and impassioned discussion of the
elements, structures, compositional principles, and terminologies of
twentieth-century music. De Leeuw draws on his experience as a
composer, teacher, and music scholar of non-European music traditions,
including Indian, Indonesian, and Japanese music, to examine how
musical innovations that developed during the twentieth century
transformed musical theory, composition, and scholarly thought around
the globe.
A Life in the Twentieth Century Sep 29 2022 The author considers events
that occurred during his lifetime and that contributed to America's rise to
world power status, as told through his personal experiences in childhood,
in college, and during war times.
Musicking in Twentieth-Century Europe Nov 19 2021 Music has gained
the increasing attention of historians. Research has branched out to
explore music-related topics, including creative labor, economic histories
of music production, the social and political uses of music, and musical
globalization. This handbook both covers the history of music in Europe
and probes its role for the making of Europe during a "long" twentieth
century. It offers concise guidance to key historical trends as well as the
most important research on central topics within the field.
Viktor Frankl's Search for Meaning Nov 07 2020 First published in 1946,
Viktor Frankl’s memoir Man’s Search for Meaning remains one of the
most influential books of the last century, selling over ten million copies
worldwide and having been embraced by successive generations of readers
captivated by its author’s philosophical journey in the wake of the
Holocaust. This long-overdue reappraisal examines Frankl’s life and
intellectual evolution anew, from his early immersion in Freudian and
Adlerian theory to his development of the “third Viennese school” amid
the National Socialist domination of professional psychotherapy. It teases

out the fascinating contradictions and ambiguities surrounding his years
in Nazi Europe, including the experimental medical procedures he
oversaw in occupied Austria and a stopover at the Auschwitz
concentration camp far briefer than has commonly been assumed.
Throughout, author Timothy Pytell gives a penetrating but fair-minded
account of a man whose paradoxical embodiment of asceticism, celebrity,
tradition, and self-reinvention drew together the complex strands of
twentieth-century intellectual life.
Voyage Through the Twentieth Century Aug 17 2021 The account of the
author's life, spent between Europe and America, is at the same time an
account of his generation, one that came of age between the two World
Wars. Recalling not only circumstances of his own situation but that of his
friends, the author shows how this generation faced a reality that seemed
fragmented, and in their shared thirst for knowledge and commitment to
ideas they searched for cohesiveness among the glittering, holistic
ideologies and movements of the twenties and thirties. The author's
scholarly work on the German Resistance to Hitler revealed to him those
who maintained dignity and courage in times of peril and despair, which
became for him a life's pursuit. This work is unique in its thorough
inclusion of the postwar decades and its perspective from a historian
eager to rescue the "other" Germany-the Germany of the righteous rather
than the Holocaust murderers.
Prague, Capital of the Twentieth Century Jul 24 2019 The story of
modernity told through a cultural history of twentieth-century Prague
Setting out to recover the roots of modernity in the boulevards, interiors,
and arcades of the "city of light," Walter Benjamin dubbed Paris "the
capital of the nineteenth century." In this eagerly anticipated sequel to
his acclaimed Coasts of Bohemia: A Czech History, Derek Sayer argues
that Prague could well be seen as the capital of the much darker twentieth
century. Ranging across twentieth-century Prague's astonishingly vibrant
and always surprising human landscape, this richly illustrated cultural
history describes how the city has experienced (and suffered) more ways
of being modern than perhaps any other metropolis. Located at the
crossroads of struggles between democratic, communist, and fascist
visions of the modern world, twentieth-century Prague witnessed
revolutions and invasions, national liberation and ethnic cleansing, the
Holocaust, show trials, and snuffed-out dreams of "socialism with a
human face." Yet between the wars, when Prague was the capital of
Europe's most easterly parliamentary democracy, it was also a hotbed of
artistic and architectural modernism, and a center of surrealism second
only to Paris. Focusing on these years, Sayer explores Prague's
spectacular modern buildings, monuments, paintings, books, films,
operas, exhibitions, and much more. A place where the utopian fantasies
of the century repeatedly unraveled, Prague was tailor-made for surrealist
André Breton's "black humor," and Sayer discusses the way the city
produced unrivaled connoisseurs of grim comedy, from Franz Kafka and

Jaroslav Hasek to Milan Kundera and Václav Havel. A masterful and
unforgettable account of a city where an idling flaneur could just as easily
be a secret policeman, this book vividly shows why Prague can teach us so
much about the twentieth century and what made us who we are.
The Right Tools for the Job Dec 09 2020 This volume examines scientific
practice through studies of research tools in an array of twentieth-century
life sciences. The contributors draw upon and extend the multidisciplinary
perspectives in current science studies to understand the processes
through which scientific researchers constructed the right--and, in some
cases, the wrong--tools for the job. The articles portray the crafting or
accessing of specific materials, techniques, instruments, models, funds,
and work arrangements involved in doing scientific work. They
demonstrate the historical and local contingencies of scientific problem
construction and solving by highlighting the articulation between the
tools and jobs. Indeed, the very "rightness" of the tools is contingently
constructed, maintained, lost, and refashioned. The cases examined
include evolutionary biology laboratory systems (James R. Griesemer), the
plasmid prep procedure in molecular biology (Kathleen Jordan and
Michael Lynch), models in the human ecology of African pastoralists
(Peter Taylor), the micromanometer in metabolic studies (Frederic L.
Holmes), genetics research and the role played by Planaria (Gregg
Mitman and Anne Fausto-Sterling) and by corn (Barbara A. Kimmelman),
quantitative data in field biology (Yrj Haila), taxidermy in natural history
(Susan Leigh Star), technical standardization in bacteriology (Patricia
Peck Gossell), and the discipline of immunology as the tool for stabilizing
conceptual definitions in the field (Peter Keating, Alberto Cambrosio, and
Michael Mackenzie). Originally published in 1992. The Princeton Legacy
Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to again make
available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of
books published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
The Long Road to Sustainability Jun 22 2019 For the last few thousand
years, humanity has struggled to achieve sustainable development.
Gillespie sees the problem as multi-faceted: a three legged stool of
economic, social, and environmental conundrums have stalled the quest
for the long term viability of both our species and the ecosystems in which
we reside. Gillespie moves from the low life expectancy, excessive
deforestation, and wetland drainage of the medieval period, through the
species loss, coal burning, free trade, and poor waste management of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and to the more recent concerns of
climate change, unsustainable fisheries, and chemical pollutants. By
delivering a comprehensive examination of human survival over the past
millennium, Gillespie illustrates that the challenges we face are not new -

that we now have the means to counter them, is.
Science and Technology in 20th-century American Life Oct 19 2021 An
overview of the impact that science and technology had on the everyday
life of Americans.
History of Everyday Life in Twentieth-Century Scotland May 26 2022 Over
the twentieth century Scots' lives changed infast, dramatic and culturally
significant ways. By examining their bodies,homes, working lives, rituals,
beliefs and consumption, this volume exposeshow the very substance of
everyday life was composed, tracing both theintimate and the mass
changes that the people endured. Using novelperspectives and methods,
chapters range across the experiences of work, artand death, the way
Scots conceived of themselves and their homes, and theway the 'old
Scotland' of oppressive community rules broke down frommid-century as
the country reinvented its everyday life and culture. Thisvolume brings
together leading cultural historians of twentieth-centuryScotland to study
the apparently mundane activities of people's lives,traversing the key
spaces where daily experience is composed to expose thecontroversial
personal and national politics that ritual and practice cangenerate. Key
features: *Contains an overview of the material changesexperienced by
Scots in their everyday lives during the course of thecentury*Focuses on
some of the key areas of change in everyday experience,from the way
Scots spent their Sundays to the homes in which they lived,from the work
they undertook to the culture they consumed and eventually theway they
died. *Pays particular attention to identity as well asexperience
The Long Twentieth Century Jun 02 2020 Winner of the American
Sociological Association PEWS Award (1995) for Distinguished
Scholarship The Long Twentieth Century traces the epochal shifts in the
relationship between capital accumulation and state formation over a
700-year period. Giovanni Arrighi masterfully synthesizes social theory,
comparative history and historical narrative in this account of the
structures and agencies which have shaped the course of world history
over the millennium. Borrowing from Braudel, Arrighi argues that the
history of capitalism has unfolded as a succession of "long
centuries"—ages during which a hegemonic power deploying a novel
combination of economic and political networks secured control over an
expanding world-economic space. The modest beginnings, rise and violent
unravel-ing of the links forged between capital, state power, and
geopolitics by hegemonic classes and states are explored with dramatic
intensity. From this perspective, Arrighi explains the changing fortunes of
Florentine, Venetian, Genoese, Dutch, English, and finally American
capitalism. The book concludes with an examination of the forces which
have shaped and are now poised to undermine America's world power.
Fractured Times Oct 26 2019 Born almost a hundred years ago in Vienna
- the cultural heart of a bourgeois Mitteleurope - Eric Hobsbawm, who was
to become one of the most brilliant and original historians of our age, was
uniquely placed to observe an era of titanic social and artistic change. As

the century progressed, the forces of Communism and Dadaism, Ibiza and
cyberspace, would do battle with the bourgeois high culture fin-de-siècle
Vienna represented - the opera, the Burgtheater, the museums of art and
science, City Hall. In Fractured Times Hobsbawm unpicks a century of
cultural fragmentation and dissolution with characteristic verve and
vigour. Hobsbawm examines the conditions that created the great cultural
flowering of the belle époque and held the seeds of its disintegration,
from paternalistic capitalism to globalisation and the arrival of a mass
consumer society. Passionate but never sentimental, Hobsbawm ranges
freely across his subject: he records the passing of the golden age of the
'free intellectual' and examines the lives of great, forgotten men; he
analyses the relation between art and totalitarianism and dissects cultural
phenomena as diverse as surrealism, women's emancipation and the
American cowboy myth. Written with consummate imagination and skill,
Fractured Times is the last book from one of our greatest modern-day
thinkers.
Streetlife Jul 16 2021 The twentieth century in Europe was an urban
century: it was shaped by life in, and the view from, the street. Women
were not liberated in legislatures, but liberated themselves in factories,
homes, nightclubs, and shops. Lenin, Hitler, and Mussolini made
themselves powerful by making cities ungovernable with riots rampaging
through streets, bars occupied one-by-one. New forms of privacy and
isolation were not simply a by-product of prosperity, but because people
planned new ways of living, new forms of housing in suburbs and estates
across the continent. Our proudest cultural achievements lie not in our
galleries or state theatres, but in our suburban TV sets, the dance halls,
pop music played in garages, and hip hop sung on our estates. In
Streetlife, Leif Jerram presents a totally new history of the twentieth
century, with the city at its heart, showing how everything distinctive
about the century, from revolution and dictatorship to sexual liberation,
was fundamentally shaped by the great urban centres which defined it.
Life science in the twentieth century Mar 12 2021
Aging in Twentieth-Century Britain Mar 31 2020 As today’s baby boomers
reach retirement and old age, this timely study looks back at the first
generation who aged in the British welfare state. Using innovative
research methods, Charlotte Greenhalgh sheds light on the experiences of
elderly people in twentieth-century Britain. She adds further insights
from the interviews and photographs of celebrated social scientists such
as Peter Townsend, whose work helped transform care of the aged. A
comprehensive and sensitive examination of the creative pursuits, family
relations, work lives, health, and living conditions of the elderly, Aging in
Twentieth-Century Britain charts the determined efforts of aging Britons
to shape public understandings of old age in the modern era.
Ella Fitzgerald Mar 24 2022 The name ?Ella Fitzgerald? brings to mind a
silky voice crooning jazz standards. The First Lady of Song earned her
nickname by touring almost nonstop for over fifty years, winning thirteen

Grammys, and recording album after album. But who was the woman
behind the name? How did a teenage runaway become a renowned jazz
singer? Long after her homeless days, Ella remained insecure?she often
suffered stage fright. Yet she was a born performer, able to improvise
lyrics and record songs in single takes. She even seemed more
comfortable on stage than off, and close friends found her hard to truly
know. Tanya Lee Stone?s Up Close biography delivers several never-beforepublished details of this intensely private, legendary singer?s life.
Living on the Edge Jan 28 2020 History carves its imprint on human lives
for generations after. When we think of the radical changes that
transformed America during the twentieth century, our minds most often
snap to the fifties and sixties: the Civil Rights Movement, changing
gender roles, and new economic opportunities all point to a decisive
turning point. But these were not the only changes that shaped our world,
and in Living on the Edge, we learn that rapid social change and
uncertainty also defined the lives of Americans born at the turn of the
twentieth century. The changes they cultivated and witnessed affect our
world as we understand it today. Drawing from the iconic longitudinal
Berkeley Guidance Study, Living on the Edge reveals the hopes, struggles,
and daily lives of the 1900 generation. Most surprising is how relevant
and relatable the lives and experiences of this generation are today,
despite the gap of a century. From the reorganization of marriage and
family roles and relationships to strategies for adapting to a dramatically
changing economy, the challenges faced by this earlier generation echo
our own time. Living on the Edge offers an intimate glimpse into not just
the history of our country, but the feelings, dreams, and fears of a
generation remarkably kindred to the present day.
The Columbia History of Twentieth-century French Thought Nov 27 2019
This valuable reference is an authoritative guide to 20th century French
thought. It considers the intellectual figures, movements and publications
that helped define fields as diverse as history, psychoanalysis, film,
philosophy, and economics.
Ronald Reagan Jul 28 2022 Ronald Reagan was a Hollywood actor turned
Republican politician known for his sunny optimism and gifted
salesmanship. He entered the White House in 1981, a time when many
Americans were wondering if their country's best days were behind them.
But things had changed by the time he left office--the economy was
thriving and the Cold War was coming to a close. The child of an
alcoholic, he was an intensely private man, yet he was so charming that he
routinely befriended even his enemies. Reagan was both a complex man
and political figure, and his legacy strongly influences politics today.
Gellhorn Dec 21 2021 The first major biography of legendary war
correspondent Martha Gellhorn, whose life provides a unique and thrilling
perspective on world history in an extraordinary time Martha Gellhorn's
heroic career as a reporter brought her to the front lines of virtually every
significant international conflict between the Spanish Civil War and the

end of the Cold War. The preeminent-and often the only-female
correspondent on the scene, she broke new ground for women in the male
preserve of journalism. Her wartime dispatches, marked by a passionate
desire to expose suffering in its many guises and an inimitable immediacy,
rank among the best of the twentieth century. A deep-seated love of travel
complemented this interest in world affairs. From her birth in St. Louis in
1908 to her death in London in 1998, Gellhorn passed through Africa,
Cuba, China, and most of the great cities of Europe, recording her
experiences in first-rate travel writing and fiction. A tall, glamorous
blonde, she made friends easily-among the boldface names that populated
her life were Eleanor Roosevelt, Leonard Bernstein, and H. G. Wells-but
she was as incapable of settling into comfortable long-term relationships
as she was of sitting still, and happiness often eluded her despite her
professional success. Both of her marriages ended badly-the first, to
Ernest Hemingway, publicly so. Drawn from extensive interviews and with
exclusive access to Gellhorn's papers and correspondence, this seminal
biography spans half the globe and almost an entire century to offer an
exhilarating, intimate portrait of one of the defining women of our times.
Twentieth Century Drifter Oct 07 2020 During his three decades as a
country music performer, Marty Robbins (1925-1982) placed 94 songs on
Billboard's country music charts, with sixteen number-one hits. In
addition to two Grammy awards, he was also honored with the Man of the
Decade Award from the Academy of Country Music in 1970. His Hawaiian
songs, rockabilly hits, teen-angst ballads, pop standards, and country &
western classics showcased his exceptional versatility. Yet even with fame
and fortune, Robbins always yearned for more. Twentieth Century Drifter:
The Life of Marty Robbins is the first biography of this legendary country
music artist and NASCAR driver. Drawing from personal interviews and indepth research, biographer Diane Diekman explains how Robbins saw
himself as a drifter, a man always searching for self-fulfillment and inner
peace. Born Martin David Robinson to a hardworking mother and an
abusive alcoholic father, he never fully escaped the insecurities burned
into him by a poverty-stricken nomadic childhood in the Arizona desert.
As Diekman describes, he spent his early teens in trouble with the law and
worked an assortment of short-term jobs after serving in combat in World
War II. In 1947 he got his first gig as a singer and guitar player. Too
nervous to talk, the shy young man walked onstage singing. Soon he
changed his name to Marty Robbins, cultivated his magnetic stage
presence, and established himself as an entertainer, songwriter, and
successful NASCAR driver. As NASCAR's Bobby Allison said, "He started
out being a singer driving a race car, but he became a race car driver who
could sing." For fans of Robbins, NASCAR, and classic country music,
Twentieth Century Drifter: The Life of Marty Robbins is a revealing
portrait of this well-loved, restless entertainer, a private man who kept
those who loved him at a distance.
The Twentieth Century World Sep 25 2019 "Living Through History" is a

complete Key Stage 3 course which brings out the exciting events in
history. The course is available in two different editions, Core and
Foundation. Every Core title in the series has a parallel Foundation
edition, and both are supported by teachers' packs.
Twentieth-century Colonialism and China Jul 04 2020 Colonialism in
China was a piecemeal agglomeration that achieved its greatest extent in
the first half of the twentieth century, the last edifices falling at the close
of the century. The diversity of these colonial arrangements across
China's landscape defies systematic characterization. This book
investigates the complexities and subtleties of colonialism in China during
the first half of the twentieth century. In particular, the contributors
examine the interaction between localities and forces of globalization that
shaped the particular colonial experiences characterizing much of China's
experience at this time. In the process it is clear that an emphasis on
interaction, synergy and hybridity can add much to an understanding of
colonialism in Twentieth Century China based on the simple binaries of
colonizer and colonized, of aggressor and victim, and of a one-way
transfer of knowledge and social understanding. To provide some kind of
order to the analysis, the chapters in this volume deal in separate sections
with colonial institutions of hybridity, colonialism in specific settings, the
social biopolitics of colonialism, colonial governance, and Chinese
networks in colonial environments. Bringing together an international
team of experts, Twentieth Century Colonialism and China is an essential
resource for students and scholars of modern Chinese history and
colonialism and imperialism.
The Meaning of the Twentieth Century Jan 10 2021
Elvis Presley Feb 20 2022 Provides a biography of this rock legend and
the places, people, and inspirations that made him the man he was, such
as his formative years in Tupelo, his early music years, his service in the
army, and his rise to stardom as "The King."
Beer in the Snooker Club Aug 29 2022 Waguih Ghali was raised in Cairo
but spent much of his adult life studying and working in Europe. In Beer
in the Snooker Club, Ghali chronicles the lives of Cairo's upper crust who,
after the fall of King Farouk, are thoroughly unprepared to change its neofeudal ways. Beer in the Snooker Club was the only book written by Ghali
before his suicide in 1968. "Ghali's novel reproduces a cultural state of
shock with great accuracy and great humor."–James Marcus of The Nation
Life at Home in the Twenty-First Century Jan 22 2022 Winner of the 2014
John Collier Jr. Award Winner of the Jo Anne Stolaroff Cotsen Prize Life at
Home in the Twenty-First Century cross-cuts the ranks of important books
on social history, consumerism, contemporary culture, the meaning of
material culture, domestic architecture, and household ethnoarchaeology.
It is a distant cousin of Material World and Hungry Planet in content and
style, but represents a blend of rigorous science and photography that
these books can claim. Using archaeological approaches to human
material culture, this volume offers unprecedented access to the middle-

class American home through the kaleidoscopic lens of no-limits
photography and many kinds of never-before acquired data about how
people actually live their lives at home. Based on a rigorous, nine-year
project at UCLA, this book has appeal not only to scientists but also to all
people who share intense curiosity about what goes on at home in their
neighborhoods. Many who read the book will see their own lives mirrored
in these pages and can reflect on how other people cope with their
mountains of possessions and other daily challenges. Readers abroad will
be equally fascinated by the contrasts between their own kinds of
materialism and the typical American experience. The book will interest a
range of designers, builders, and architects as well as scholars and
students who research various facets of U.S. and global consumerism,
cultural history, and economic history.
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